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RADIO SPEED CONTROL
Mac•five2

Designed in Lincolnshire by Brian Jones

Mac•five2-SA

Mac•five2-LA

Mac•five2 THE ORIGINAL ‘SMART’
DIGITAL RADIO SPEED CONTROLLER!
MAIN FEATURES
The renowned Mac·five2 is no ordinary R/C speed
controller, because it is a ‘smart’ digital controller with its’
own on board computer. However, unlike some computer
gadgets the Mac·five2 is easy to fit, and easy to use, and
leaves you in absolute control. Easy to fit, because it has
screw terminals, including one for the direction light
outputs. Easy to use, because there’s nothing to adjust,
it automatically aligns to your transmitter joystick centre
stop position when switching on. So, there’s nothing to
adjust. In today’s jargon it’s ‘User friendly’! It’s small, just
under 1.6” square, but it’s powerful too!
Mac·five2 is designed for battery powered garden railway
locos in 0, 1, 16mm, G and G3 scales. With its’ MOS-4
program software, it gives realistic performance from
shunting to express speeds, whilst ‘intelligently’ suppressing the signal interference that causes jerky operation with
AM and FM radio sets. This is something which ordinary
car and boat controllers can’t do! Combined with a 2.4GHz
radio set, it brings near perfect locomotive control. The
MOS-4 program also ‘frequency doubles’ to give very
smooth motor drive with low ratio gearing (9.5:1) often
employed in model diesel locomotives.

•Automatic alignment to the transmitter
•Reverse power protection •Power fail protection
•Works on worldwide standard AM, FM or 2.4GHz systems
e.g. Spektrum, Futaba, Hitec, Acoms etc.
•Low current drain - under 3mA so your locos run longer
•Low loss output drive under 0.15v lost between battery
and motor at 1 amp
•Regulated receiver power output - no extra batteries
needed
•One control for speed and direction (A 2 channel set will
control 2 engines!)
•Traction control - For reduced wheelslip during acceleration
•Removable processor - For future upgrading
•Bi-Directional Autodrive© - Run up to cruising speed in
either direction, switch off the transmitter and the loco
continues running at the same speed and in the same
direction until the transmitter signal is restored. Also useful
for signal ‘dead spots’.
•Full easy to follow instructions with each controller

SPECIFICATION
Mac·five2-LA - Low profile 41 x 38 x 12(mm) with Autodrive. For single motored locos in 0, 1, 16mm, & G.
Mac·five2-SA - Standard Height 41 x 38 x 25(mm) with Autodrive. For twin motored locos in 0, 1, 16mm, G & G3.

Operating Voltage: SA - 9v to 24v DC. LA - 6v to 18v DC.
Current Ratings: LA - 1A (continuous). SA - 4A (continuous) Higher current SA/UHC 7 Amp and 6v-18v SA versions to order.
Mac•five controllers are not recommended for use with locos fitted with LGB-MTS or DCC decoders or for radio controlled track power.
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RADIO SPEED CONTROL
Mac•five3-SP

Designed in Lincolnshire by Brian Jones

High profile version

Low profile version

Mac•five3-SP
ALL THE POWER, NONE OF THE BUZZ!
The new Mac•five3-SP R/C loco speed controller has
all the same attributes as the Mac•five2, and more!
Like its predecessor, it’s ‘smart’, digital, easy to fit, easy
to use, and self aligns to your transmitter control, so there’s
nothing to adjust. However, Mac•five3-SP has three more
things going for it - A built-in head n’ tail light amplifier,
better slow speed control, and it’s absolutely silent!

The ‘S’ is for Silent. The ‘P’ is for Power.
There’s no hint of a buzz, hum or whistle from the motor,
due to Mac•five3-SP’s high frequency motor output. The
pulses come along so fast, (in millionths of a second), that
the motor stays energised, in between pulses, making
better use of the battery power. The only noise you’ll hear
from your loco will be the gears whirring! So you see,
Silence really is Golden!
The Mac•five3-SP is designed for battery powered garden
railway locos in 0, 1, 16mm, G, and G3 scales. With its’
MOS-5 Silentdrive™ program software, it gives realistic
performance from shunting to express speeds, and can
‘intelligently’ suppress any signal interference that may
cause jerky operation with older analogue radio sets.
However, it works even better with 2.4GHz R/C sets e.g.
Futaba, Saturn, Spektrum, Planet etc. In addition, the
automatic direction lights amplifier is capable of handling
up to 200mA in either direction. That’s enough to light a
small Christmas tree!

MAIN FEATURES
•Automatic alignment to the transmitter
•Reverse power protection
•Power fail protection
•Works on the common worldwide 1.5ms/20mS control
signal standard used by most commercial model R/C sets
•Low standby current drain - under 20mA so your locos
run longer
•Low loss output drive - under 0.1v lost between battery
and motor at 1 amp
•Regulated receiver power output - no extra batteries
needed
•One control for speed and direction (A 2 channel set will
control 2 engines!)
•Traction control - for reduced wheelslip during acceleration
•Removable processor - for future upgrading
•Bi-directional Autodrive™ - Run up to any speed in either
direction, switch off the transmitter and the loco continues
running at the same speed and in the same direction until
the transmitter signal is restored. Also useful for signal
‘dead spots’
•Built in direction lights amplifier - up to 200mA in forward
or reverse
•Full easy to follow instructions with each controller
See the video ‘Silence is Golden’ on my Youtube
site at www.youtube.com/jonesthesteamuk

SPECIFICATION
Mac·five3-SPL - Low profile 41 x 42 x 12(mm) with Autodrive™. For small single motored locos in 0, 1, 16mm, & G.
Mac·five3-SPH - Standard Hi profile 41 x 42 x 25(mm) with Autodrive™. For twin motored locos in 0, 1, 16mm, G & G3
Operating Voltage: SPH - 9v to 24v DC. SPL - 6v to 18v DC. Current Ratings: SPL - 1A (continuous).
SPH - 4A (continuous). 6v-18v and 7A versions available to order.
Mac•five controllers are not recommended for use with locos fitted with LGB-MTS or DCC decoders or for radio controlled track power.
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R/C CONVERSION KITS

I have always specialised in the supply of battery
radio control conversion kits, to customer requirements. But, several locos pop up time and
time again. One such is the kit for Aristocraft’s
1:29 scale Class 66 diesel loco.

available, if required, which can be upgraded to sound at
a later date.

Conversion of the loco to R/C is straightforward, with all
the components ‘on-board’ the locomotive. A full description can be read in the June 2008 issue of British Railway
Modelling, and a video of my loco can be seen on my
The kit for the Class 66 loco comprises of the following
Youtube site at
items :http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtkjNtfatIk
2.4GHz R/C combo
Mac•five3-SP/UHC 7 Amp R/C speed controller
14 cell 16.8v 5AH 'C' Ni-MH pack with mini-Tamiya lead
set
12-20 cell 500mA Smart delta peak charger
3A overload cutout DPDT centre off switch
5mm/2.1mm charge socket
FX-4U 5 watt digital sound card with R/C two tone horns.

A set of conversion notes is also supplied to help those
doing a conversion. Once converted, the loco can still be
operated by 2-rail track power, albeit without the sound
card fully working. This can still be turned on to give a
‘tickover’ sound with power supplied by the ‘on-board’
battery pack.

There are other locos for which I can provide custom
conversion kits, so please contact me for details. AlternaThe sound is from a recording of a real Freightliner Class
tively, the system may be installed in a coach or van
66 which is the only way to get a realistic sounding model.
behind the loco, so that it can be used with more than one
engine in your stud. A most cost effective option.
For diesel locos (including the Class 66), the R-CAT ©
option (Radio Controlled Audio Throttle) is now available
I can also provide a conversion service for personal
giving full radio control of the engine sound, so that it may
customers, but availability is dependent on workload.
be set any engine speed to simulate slow heavy working,
Please contact me for further details.
or coasting at speed. Non-sound conversion kits are also
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MANUAL SPEED CONTROL

CHIMP

Designed in Lincolnshire by Brian Jones

THE EASY WAY TO EFFECTIVE
CONTROL
CHIMP is the ideal first time manual (i.e. not radio)
controller for those who want something that’s easy, to
control their loco.
It’s both easy to fit, and easy to use. Easy to fit, because
it uses screw terminals. Easy to use, with just three
controls - speed, inertia (for acceleration and deceleration)
and a reversing switch. Based on IMP technology, whilst
it isn’t as ‘smart’ as an IMP, it is still a ‘drive by wire’
controller and can be optionally fitted with a ‘MAGIC’©
input.
CHIMP is designed for battery powered garden railway
locos in 0, 1, 16mm, G and G3 scales. With its’ CHIMP-1
program software, it gives realistic performance from
shunting to express speeds. The CHIMP-1 program is also
designed to give very smooth motor drive with low ratio
gearing (9.5:1).
A LITTLE ADDED ‘MagIC’©
‘MagIC’© is a system exclusive to BJ manual controllers
- Magnetic Input Control. Wave a magnet over the detector
(in the loco) and it brakes at the rate set on the Inertia
control. The loco can be restarted simply by waving the
magnet over the detector again when the loco is at
standstill. In fact put a magnet in the signal gantry on a
terminal platform and it will stop the loco crashing into the
buffers! This really is a ‘fun’ controller with which you can
play!

SPECIFICATION
Size: 1.85” x 1.8” x 1”, 48 x 47 x 25(mm) excluding potentiometers.
For single or twin motor locos in 0, 1, 16mm, G & G3.
Operating Voltage: 6v to 24v DC All models.
Current Ratings: 5 Amps (max) limited by reversing
switch contacts.
CHIMP controllers are not recommended for use with locos fitted with
LGB-MTS or DCC decoders.

MAIN FEATURES
•Reverse power protection
•Speed and inertia controls
•‘MagIC’© Input option for ‘hands off’ control
•Low current drain - under 3mA so your locos run longer
•Low loss output drive - under 0.05v lost between battery
and motor at 1 amp
•Energy efficient - no heatsink required!
•Removable processor - For future upgrading
•Full easy to follow instructions with each controller
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DIGITAL SOUND EFFECTS
FX-4U

1v2 ....YOUR WAY TO AN AMAZING SOUND !

Designed in Lincolnshire by Brian Jones

MAIN FEATURES

At last!
A digital sound
effects card (with UK
engine sounds) designed for
battery powered locos, radio control, and both radio or manual pulse
power motor controllers†.
The FX-4U uses digitised recordings of real locomotives,
so that your engine can be made to sound just like the
real thing, not a vague simulation.
In the basic versions of the FX-4U, the engine sound is
proportional to the speed of the locomotive. For greater
realism the volume also automatically varies according to
the loco speed. As standard, diesel sounds come with
switch activated two tone horns.
But this is only the start! The FX-4U has been
designed as the heart of a digital sound system. Several
options have been developed around the basic FX-4U,
such as radio controlled two tone horns, and R-CAT™ Radio Controlled Audio Throttle is now available for
the BR Class 37, with other locos to follow. This enables
the engine sound of a diesel loco to be set at any speed
by radio control, to reproduce the sound of a loco working
hard, but moving slowly, or coasting at speed, or you can
just rev the engine!

• High volume output - with low power drain
• AutoVol© Automatic volume level - The volume
automatically adjusts with engine speed. It gets louder
as the engine revs increase.
• Manually adjustable overall volume control
• Digital sound from digital recordings - of real locomotives
for greatest realism
• Engine sound is fully proportional to loco speed*
*(Standard version)
• Easy Installation - only needs a screwdriver!
• Reverse power protection • Power failure detection
• Directly compatible - with Mac•five (2 & 3), IMP, CHIMP,
SS-3 Super Shuttle and similar pulse power controllers
• Ancillary Sound Effects - two tone horns.
• Speaker supplied - either 75mm or 66mm (2w 8 ohms)
• Optional Extras
1) Radio control input to operate two tone horns.
2) R-CAT© - Radio Controlled Audio Throttle for diesel
locos - NOW AVAILABLE!!!
• Re-programmable in a FLASH! Your FX-4U can be
returned for the latest recording re-using the existing
chips. No need to buy new ones!
• Two basic models (including switched sound input)
FX-4U/2 - 2 watt amplifier
FX-4U/5 - 5 watt amplifier
See the price list for an up to date list of available loco
sounds, or phone for details.

† The FX-4U can also be used with almost any manual
DC controller (including 2 rail) when fitted with an
FX-2A add-on module making it ideal for large scale
locos e.g. 5” Gauge.

SPECIFICATION
Size: 3.25” x 1.2” x 0.7”, 82.5 x 30 x 18(mm).
Operating Voltage:
12v to 26v (with 5 watt amplifier)
10v to 20v (with 2 watt amplifier)
Both types can be run on voltages down to 7v but with increased distortion.

Power Output (maximum RMS):
5 watt amplifier - 5.5 watts (with 8 ohm speaker)
2 watt amplifier - 2.5 watts (with 8 ohm speaker)
Typical Current Consumption: under 0.1A at standstill
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FIT A SUM-1!
The SUM-1 is a very novel switch unit module derived from the UNIBOX
Plug n’ Play. It is designed to eliminate the problems associated with
soldering and wiring in battery powered R/C or manual locos.
When paired with a Mac•five3-SP R/C loco speed
controller, they effectively become a ‘naked’
UNIBOX system. The SUM-1 can be fitted with
flying plug and socket leads, or screw terminal
blocks similar to those used on Mac•five3-SP
and CHIMP controllers. The SUM-1 is fitted
with a charging socket, a two or three position
on/off switch, an LED power indicator which only lights
when the loco power is on, and an
P
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SUM-1
The Switch Unit Module that saves .......
• TIME • SPACE • WIRING • SOLDERING •
and if your wiring fails, possibly saves your sanity too!

SPECIFICATION
Working Voltage: 30 volts DC (max) Current: 4 Amps (max)
Overload Cutout: Solid state auto resetting fuse, 3 amp or 1 amp, according to controller
Charging Socket: 5mm/2.1mm centre positive

UNIBOX
Plug n’ Play
for Radio Control the Easy Way!
• Plug in the battery • Plug in the receiver • Plug in the Loco!*
What could be simpler?

THE CONCEPT
The idea behind Unibox is quite simple. To
eliminate soldering in order to convert an
electric loco to battery power and radio
control.
All you need to do is plug in a battery pack,
plug in a radio receiver and connect
the output lead to your loco. It’s
as simple as that!
You can use any make of
model radio control (it
doesn’t have to be one of mine!)
as long as it conforms to the
common control signal standard
which is 50 Hz 1.5 mS PWM, if you
want to ‘get technical’.
Inside the Unibox is the renowned 4 amp Mac•five3-SP R/C loco controller
and a SUM-1 switch module which sorts out all the power distribution and
interconnections. It even includes an overload cutout to prevent short circuits
and over current which could damage the controller, or loco motor should it
stall.
Unibox also has a 5mm/2.1mm charging socket, along with an on/off selector switch to show
whether the unit is powering the loco (indicated by an LED), or charging the battery. Whilst we
realise that the Unibox won’t fit all locos (a low profile version is being developed) it is ideally
suited to tender locos, box cars, freight wagons, or coaches, acting as R/C ‘support’ vehicles.
Mac•five
inside!™

SPECIFICATION (High Profile version)
Size: 79mm x 62mm x 40mm (LxWxH) plus 17mm to H for switch toggle
Working Voltage range: 9 volts to 24 volts DC
Maximum running current: 4 amps
(Suitable for most twin motored LGB and Aristocraft locos but not USA Trains)

SPECIFICATION (Low Profile version)
Size: 75mm x 56mm x 25mm (LxWxH) plus 14mm to H for switch toggle
Working Voltage range: 6 volts to 18 volts DC
Maximum running current: 2 amps
( Suitable for most single motored LGB and Aristocraft locos or small Gauge 1 tank locos)
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